COMPLEXITY
by DESIGN
As engineered systems grow, it’s imperative to understand
them well enough to forestall unexpected failures.
e encounter engineered systems every day, whether we
realize it or not. The logistics that deliver your cup of coffee
or the technology that enables you to place a call on a smart
phone are incredibly complex.
And yet, most people don’t take time to consider the
workings of these systems. Either they work—and are thus ignored—
or they fail and are seen as too opaque to understand.
Engineers don’t have the luxury of ignorance. We who design these
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at the check-in counter, its exact whereabouts in
complex systems have to understand how the various
the baggage system running on conveyor belts was
components of a system ﬁt together and anticipate
largely unknown. Locating a particular piece of lughow the interactions between these components could
gage in transit between planes or from a plane to the
lead to failure. Instead of shrugging at the opacity of
baggage claim could take several hours. This level
the technology, engineers have to use tools that make
of uncertainty reduced the ability of
the inner workings transparent. Those
airlines to schedule connecting ﬂights
tools may be bits of technology—or
By Shannon
with less than a 45-minute window to
they may be bodies of knowledge that
Flumerfelt,
transfer bags, and even then, lost lugengineers tap into.
Gary Halada, and
gage was a fact of air travel.
Complex systems come in all sizes.
Franz-Josef Kahlen
To speed luggage transfer and reduce
For instance, consider the system
uncertainty in the location of bags, new
that routes customer baggage through
systems were designed in the 1990s that combined high
a modern airport. In such a system, users rely
speed carts to replace conveyor belts and automated
unquestioningly on an almost inconceivable level of
barcode readers. One of the ﬁrst large-scale experiencsophistication.
es with such system came in 1993 when the Denver InTwenty years ago, after a bag entered the system
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calculations of the torsional stiffness or the longituditernational Airport opened up. The scale of the airport
nal bending will lead to unreliable data storage on the
required a new type of baggage system, but this did not
disk drive.
become apparent until just two years before the facility
Given those conditions, it’s a triumph that hard drive
was to open. The baggage system had to accommodate
manufacturers can mass produce these miniature comthe existing arrival and departure hall architecture
plex systems with a failure rate of just four per million.
rather than have those be built around the system, and
the short time table meant that the system was not validated and that no backup system was prepared.
The ﬁrst test runs of the newly installed, automatic,
ow do engineers design complex systems to
remote barcode readers were a disaster; luggage was
remain reliable? Some of the most important
delivered to other ﬂights, disappeared totally, or was
tools for system design and optimization have
shredded. Indeed, the opening of the airport was
been computer-aided engineering or computpushed back by more than one year but the autoer-aided design. Engineers have used CAE or CAD tools
mated baggage system never worked as designed and
extensively for the past forty years to draw and more
was ﬁnally decommissioned 10 years after the airport
recently simulate and test engineering designs. The
opened.
development of commercial graphics software starting
Another, more successful example of a complex sysin the 1960s revolutionized engineering design in large
tem is the computer hard drive onto which digital data
companies in the automotive, defense, and aerospace
are stored. These are a marvel of electromechanical
industries, but the impact was limited. Early computer
integration: Data are written onto disk drives in narrow
mainframes and their accompanying software and intracks by a magnetic recording read/write head held in
put devices were expensive and required detailed trainplace by a suspension system capable of maintaining a
ing. Thus, at ﬁrst, only the largest companies developstand-off distance to the actual disk of less than 10 nm.
ing complicated engineered systems could justify using
The complex design pathese computer-based
rameters for these suspendesign systems.
sions in disk drive systems
Throughout the 1970s
involve at least two levels
and 1980s, professionals
ecause disk drives operate
that computer users generin both academia and the
ally don’t appreciate. First,
private sector worked to
at several thousand RPMs,
because disk drives operate
create more-advanced
the data must be written to
at several thousand RPMs,
packages capable of hanand read from the disk drive
the data must be written to
dling the increasingly
and read from the disk drive
complex demands of inquickly, all the time, every
quickly, all the time, every
dustry. Simple stick ﬁgure
time. Considering the disk
time. Considering the disk
drawings were eventually
drive diameter and typical
drive diameter and typical
replaced by surface modelRPMs, and the requirement
ing and textures, and then
RPMs, and the requirement to
to maintain a stand-off disby solid modeling. By the
maintain a stand-off distance
tance to the actual disk of
late 1970s, solid models
to the actual disk of less than
less than 10 nm at all times,
would serve as the basis for
the task of the suspension
computer-assisted milling
10 nm at all times, the task of
can be scaled up to a Boeing
machines to produce real
the suspension can be scaled
747 ﬂying just two inches off
objects. In time, the perup to a Boeing 747 ﬂying just
the ground.
sonal computer revolution
The second level of com“opened the doors of the
two inches off the ground.
plexity is introduced by
drafting room” and inteaerodynamic considergrated CAE into every asations inside the disk drive.
pect of the design process.
The angular velocity at the edge of the SCSI disk drive
Computers also revolutionized the process of mecan reach Mach numbers of around 0.4 to 0.5. The dechanical and electrical analysis of engineered strucsign parameters for the suspension then must account
tures and circuits, starting with analog computers in
for torsional stiffness against aerodynamic effects as
the 1930s and 1940s at MIT. Those early systems could
well as longitudinal bending. Obviously, minimal misanalyze the forces in structures with 200 to 2,000
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readily available programs, analyze forces resulting
degrees of freedom, sufficient for simple systems and
from impact or stresses using ﬁnite element modelcomponents but not for real world, complex problems.
ing, and observe the ﬂow of water, power, or informaFinite element methods, developed in the 1950s
tion through pathways.
and 1960s, could do much
Control systems could
more—breaking a large
be modeled with popular
computer model of an
mathematical software
object into many small
oftware can be used to
combined with graphielements and then using
cal block diagramming
mathematical expressions
train engineers in operation
software that can be used
for physical properties,
of systems—as long as the
to link components and
solved at the “nodes” becomputing speed and power
functions together to cretween elements, to solve
ate dynamic simulations.
for overall “systemic” reare sufﬁcient to create a
Such software packages
sponses to a stress or a load
realistic simulation. If the
can also be used to train
at a particular location.
information used to create the
engineers in operation
That technique found imof systems—as long as
mediate application in the
simulation is insufﬁcient—
the computing speed and
aerospace industry where it
or wrong—the predicted
power are sufficient to
was critical to understand
operation, including the result
create a realistic simulastructural responses to
tion of the engineered
stress. By the late 1970s,
of any faults or overloads or
system. That’s a critical
the integration of FEM and
other
extreme
conditions,
will
requirement: if the inforgraphical drawing and modbe inaccurate.
mation used to create the
eling software resulted in
simulation is insufficient—
an improved way to design
or wrong—the predicted
and test simultaneously in
operation, including the
order to enhance perforresult of any faults or overloads or other extreme
mance and hence reliability.
conditions, will be inaccurate.
But to expand this concept to complex systems, software had to be developed to simulate a wide range of
responses, not only in the case of a static stress at a
point, but also for motion, transmission of signals and
ontrol system design and modeling tools can
energy, and other dynamic input. Engineers needed
do more than simply provide ﬂow and analysis
to visualize how a system would respond to variations
functions. Software designers and engineers
in design criteria, how it would operate in whole or in
have begun to incorporate functions into
part. Programs like ABAQUS and ANSYS (both develthose applications speciﬁcally to limit the possibility
of failure. For example, a new software application for
oped in the 1970s) were designed to allow engineers to
designing energy production systems also allows enexpand on FEM and CAD to be able to solve so-called
gineers to test what-if scenarios, such as what might
multiphysics problems, involving mechanical, thermal,
happen during a transient power spike that might
electromagnetic and vibrational forces in a design.
cause system stress and failure or how the entire sysSoftware for electronics simulation and ﬂuid dynamtem responds to increasing demand over time.
ics and electrical control, such as Simulation Program
The development of sophisticated expert system
with Integrated Circuit Emphasis, or SPICE, followed.
software that can provide rapid and intuitive acUsing computational ﬂuid dynamics programs, decess to vast amounts of data on materials and design
signers could not only understand ﬂuid ﬂow through a
features of available components also enables an
complex system, but also could simulate surges in presindividual engineer to tap into the expertise of many
sure, rapid temperature changes, and other dynamic
others. This is critical in helping to avoid failure from
changes that can affect overall system performance.
lack of knowledge.
In recent decades, as the computing power of desktop
Some automated control and feedback systems use
systems expanded, creating simulations of motion,
embedded sensors and extremely rapid response
forces, ﬂows, and operation became a commonplace
mechanisms to prevent or limit damage from a failure
tool for design engineers. They now had the ability to
far faster than a human operator could. This is, in a
simulate the operation of electronic circuits through
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sense, a biomimetic model for damage control, as most
biological systems—including humans—constantly undergo stresses, damage, and corrective actions on a molecular level. Failure of these automatic detection and
repair processes lead to many, if not all, diseases. Engineers have begun incorporating such “self-healing”
processes, involving embedded detection, feedback,
and correction, in a number of systems.
Many computer assisted design, operation, and maintenance tools have been developed over the past two
decades. These can provide both designer and on-site
engineer with key knowledge to help limit the possibility of failure. But these tools are only as good as the
data they have access to, and engineers and engineering
companies must make a conscientious and thorough
effort to ensure that, to the best of industry standards
and available knowledge, the information provided by a
program is correct and appropriate to the task at hand.
Results should be crosschecked if possible, with additional calculations, and software should be chosen with
the need for reliability and accuracy held paramount.

system, mirrors the engineering design process itself.
It introduces key factors which need to be taken into
account during concept generation and selection.
While a number of representative equations have
been developed to express what is most important in
developing a PRA of an engineered system, there are
three primary factors:
QThe probability of failure, usually the
likelihood of failure of individual components
combined to express the degree of vulnerability
or risk of failure for an entire system;
multiplied by
QThe degree of loss or magnitude of severity
of the consequences of failure, and divided by
QThe degree of preparedness or nature of
preventive measures put into place.
As a formula, this is often written,
n

R | {- (Pfn × Mn ) } ÷ Prep (sys)

C

omputer simulations and automated control
1
where R is the overall risk from failure, Pfn is the
systems are not the only means for engineers to
reduce the potential for failure. When considprobability of failure of an individual component or
ering how to mitigate the likelihood of failure
subsystem (in a system composed of n independent
in engineering, and in complex systems in particular,
components or subsystems), Mn is the magnitude or
the proper use of comprehensive probabilistic risk asseverity of consequences of failure of that component
sessment is critical.
(in relation to the entire system), and Prep(sys) is a
As deﬁned by Michael Stamatelatos of the National
general term related to what measures have been taken
Aeronautics and Space Administration, probabilistic
to enhance preparedness for system failure.
risk assessment is “a systematic and comprehenObviously, a three-factor equation for risk involves
sive methodology to evaluate risks associated with
vast simpliﬁcation, and it incorporates an assumption
every life-cycle aspect
that all components of the
of a complex engineered
system are independent
technological entity from
from one another. In reality,
concept deﬁnition, through
failure of one component
design, construction, and
most likely leads to failure
ailure of one component
operation, and up to reof others. Both intentional
most likely leads to failure of
moval from service.” PRA
and unintentional interacothers. Both intentional and
has proven to be extremely
tions often exist among
valuable in a host of comcomponents, subsystems,
unintentional interactions
plex engineered systems,
and functions, and these
often exist among
ranging from chemical prointeractions often lie at the
components, subsystems,
cessing facilities and nuheart of failure mechanisms
clear power plants to waste
in complex systems.
and functions, and these
storage and treatment faFurther, the concept of
interactions often lie at the
cilities and aerospace mis“preparedness” is a someheart of failure mechanisms in
sions and devices.
what abstract one and reThe process of performquires an engineer to make
complex systems.
ing PRA, in particular durmany assumptions about
ing the design phase of a
future use, possible site
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within organizations via knowledge management.
risks, and even human nature. Preparedness or precauKnowledge development begins with trying
tionary activities may also be looked at in the context of
to understand the system and how it relates to
risk management as well as assessment. Juergen Weichother systems and the outside world. Systems
selgartner, a researcher at the Institute for Coastal
operate under the principle that the sum of the
Research in Geesthacht, Germany, and an expert on natinterdependent elements
ural disasters, includes preholds inherently different
paredness, physical hazards,
characteristics and
degree of exposure of indioutcomes from those of
viduals and infrastructure,
the individual elements;
prevention, and response
he better that engineers
this is the crux of complex
all as the key factors which
understand the complex
adaptivity. In other words,
deﬁne the degree of vulnersystem they are designing
one may understand
ability. Weichselgartner furelements of a system
ther deﬁnes preparedness as
or working on—that is,
and have the ability to
“all precautionary activities
whether elements are missing
respond to the state of
and measures which enable
or defective, not properly
rapid and effective response
those individual elements,
to hazard events.”
but a systems approach
interfacing or misaligned, or
In general, useful and
requires the ability to
not performing correctly or
accurate application of
envision and grasp all of
adapting to subpar metrics—
PRA to complex systems
the elements and their
must take into account
synergistic properties as
the more they can minimize
characterization of uncerholistic thinking.
the potential for failure. This is
tainty. This uncertainty
Dealing with the
as true for organizations as it
arises from both random, or
complex adaptivity of
probabilistic, causes as well
systems leads to a deeper
is for individuals.
as from uncertainty in the
understanding of risk
appropriateness and nature
management of systems,
of the model used for PRA.
not as a trade-off position
As has been found in many cases of failure, uncertainty
between redundancy and efficiency, but to treating
due to human factors, including behavioral, psychoredundancy and efficiency as possible interdependent
logical, and organizational is both difficult to quantify
system attributes that may serve concurrently
and hard to predict.
as barriers or enablers to system performance.
Adaptive risk management structures, such as those
Redundancy and efficiency can be considered as both
used in high-reliability organizations, which rely on
confounding and stabilizing to a current system’s
expertise, planning, and communication, can help to
state of resilience, depending on the condition of
reduce the uncertainty of human factor risk. Embedcomplex adaptivity at the time.
ded computer systems and sensor networks can also
To do this, engineers have to examine the system’s
reduce the time required for a corrective response to
elements, map the state of interdependence between
a failure or an out-of-control process, also reducing
and among those elements, and measure the metrics
risk due to human factors. More accurate models of
that the elements and their interrelationships prosystems based on expert system programs with broad
duce in order to realize a system view of operations.
and deep knowledge bases of expertise and ever imThe better that engineers understand the complex
system they are designing or working on—that is,
proving “intelligent” inference engines also can serve
whether elements are missing or defective, not propto reduce risk from uncertainty due to use of inaccuerly interfacing or misaligned, or not performing corrate models for risk assessment and management.
rectly or adapting to subpar metrics—the more they
can minimize the potential for failure. This is as true
for organizations as it is for individuals.
here are other ways to improve the human side
The rise of complex systems creates a challenge to
of risk management and to avoid catastrophic
traditional ways of engineering. Fortunately, we are
failure in complex systems. One is to focus on
developing the tools—both as technology and as prothe development of knowledge within indifessional practices—that can meet this challenge. Q
vidual engineers and to enhance the capacity for this
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